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Dr. Ben Howard, professor of English at Alfred University, will give a reading from his work at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 30 in
Howell Hall on the AU campus. A noted poet and essayist, Howard will read from his newly published collection of
poems, Dark Pool.Released this summer by Salmon Publishing, an international publisher based in Ireland, Dark Pool
is Howard's fifth collection of poems and his first since Midcentury (Salmon, 1997). Most of the poems in his new
collection have previously appeared in leading literary journals both in the US and abroad, including Poetry,
Shenandoah and the Sewanee Review. Several sections of the title poem appeared in the American journal
TriQuarterly; others were published in Poetry Ireland Review (Dublin).Taking its title from root meaning of the word
Dublin (Irish dubh linn, or "dark pool"), Howard's new collection probes the provenance of naming. Ranging in locale
from eastern Iowa to County Clare to upstate New York, the poems endeavor to call the things of this world by their
"rightful names." Their subjects include a vanished Dublin bookshop, a bronze sculpture of Abraham Lincoln's hands,
and a son's 21st birthday.Reviewing Howard's MidCentury for the Sewanee Review, editor George Core noted that
"Mr. Howard's splendid poetry, despite his long and distinguished record of publication, seems to be a well-kept secret
in this country."And Michael Stephens, reviewing the work for the Irish Echo, remarked, "Elegant, elegiac, casual yet
moving, Ben Howard's poetry is both contemporary and classic. It spans eras and countries, fusing a fictional voice
with a poet's own real obsessions."The reading by Howard is being offered to the public, free of charge, by the English
Division at Alfred University where Howard has taught since 1969. A reception will follow the reading.Dark Pool has
another Alfred University tie, in addition to its author. The cover illustration is a detail from a pot made by Robert
Turner, who earned his MFA degree from AU and returned to teach in the School of Art and Design's internationally
acclaimed ceramics art division from 1958 until his retirement in 1979 The pot used to illustrate the cover is from
Turner's "Dome" series.Howard earned a BA with highest honors at Drake University, and his MA and Ph.D. from
Syracuse University. He completed post-doctoral studies in 18th century literature with Ronald Paulson at Johns
Hopkins University, and in contemporary poetry with John Hollander at Yale University.More information about Dark
Pool and about Salmon Publishing may be found at www.salmonpoetry.com
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